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The first volume, alone, changed my outlook on life, religion, and spirituality. The volumes contain

deep, practical wisdom on all aspects of life. The presentation of the material will appeal to

westerners and easterners alike (and northerners and southerners :).The enitire volume set

(actually 9 volumes) are available, online, for free via:[...]The entire set is also available for purchase

on cd-rom via:[...]

These nine volumes are like an encyclopedia. It has everything Karma Yoga, Raja Yoga, Bhakti

Yoga & Jnana yoga. It also contains lectures given by Swamiji on Gita, Upanishada, Vedanta and

so on. And of course one gets to know Swami Vivekananda and his teachings.Although its available

online, I am very happy to have it on my Kindle.Thanks.

If one truly follows Sri Ramakrishna's teachings, one does not possess the idea of distinction that



one is greater than the other.Swami Vivekananda, a disciple of Sri Ramakrishna, is the embodiment

of Sri Ramakrishna to continue the Master's lineage. And it was said before Swami Vivekananda

came to the worldly, the Master recognized him as an Attained in another dimension, and asked him

to take leave and descend to help to carry on. The Attained agreed. Thus there is no concept of

greater or minor. They are teachings.The Complete Works vols contain his theological and

philosophical theories, lectures, poems, and correspondences. Each volume contains some

proportion of each, instead of certain one volume contains only certain particulars. Each volume

does comprise a Table of Content so it is not difficult to locate or recall a topic.Swami Vivekananda

and related are placed under Religion-Hinduism by internet directory or library classifications, it is

comprehensible since there has to be a classification for patrons' reference. However, once you get

an opportunity to be exposed to his works, you might agree that he is also a social reformer, a

teacher for humanity. He is not preaching Hinduism to amass conversions, he introduces what

Hinduism is, and as well Indian philosophy and culture; he promotes harmony of societies, nations,

and religions. Whoever shares interests in any subject under Social Science, would find insightful

perspectives.Additional recommendation is "The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna", in case you are not

aware of. And "Teachings of Sri Ramakrishna", "Teachings of Swami Vivekananda" are worth

sparing more dollars, they serve as excellent refreshers.

This book covers everything one should know about the "Hinduism". The writing of Swami is

visionary and very educative about what "Hinduism" means? The book takes one to the different

paths of reaching to unity or say peace with oneself and ultimate truth what everyone in their life

wants to achieve. It is a must read/study book for any person religious or non religious or a student

or educated or a preacher or non believer of any Religion/Dharma.

Very comprehensive book on Vedanta. If you want to understand Hindu philosophy, and teachings

in Bhagavatgeeta this is probably the best book coming from the most authentic scholar of recent

time. The clarity of Vivekananda's thoughts and his explanation are amazingly simple to

understand.

This is a must read book for anyone interested in religious philosophy. People from all religions can

appreciate it and the anologies and teachings are simply superb. The oratorship of Swami

Vivekananda is simple phenomenal!It will clarify a lot of doubts people have about the "mysticism"

of Hinduism and other eastern religions. Swami Vivekananda brings out the science and logic



behind the beliefs by talking about the four yogas. I would highly recommend it to anyone interested

in philosophy in general and Hinduism in particular.

If the books of all religions, self-help and advanced science + all the wisdom in world need to put

together into one bundle then it is "Complete works of swami Vivekananda". That you can get for a

cup of coffee, wow! I have no words. I bought this kindle edition and paperback book version as

well.

I purchased this on Kindle for $4.99- what a bargain! But Swami Vivekananda writes so beautifully

and there is so much material here that I ordered the print edition, which should arrive today. Very

highly recommended.
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